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SAE—Something Another Else To Do?
Or Something All Experience?
Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) is that component we seem to get to last. And
are the students who have strong SAE are those that would have large projects if we
didn’t incorporate SAE? How do we make sure SAE is something every student gains
from?
Here’s the thoughts from the field:
We recently have been seeing a change in
our traditional SAE's. Students are looking
for ways to make a dollar with a small
At the Early Career AST Workshop this past weekinvestment into their SAE. One SAE a
end, JD Cant spoke to us about how SAE’s work
freshman just started was to take livewith his program. He originally had made an excel
stock feedbacks and convert them into
record book and is now switching to the AET sysreusable totes (what you would see
tem and really likes it. Kathy Mayfield is also doing
people use for grocery bags or other
the same.
reusable bags that are popular
I am switching over my program from the ancient now. She has asked the chapter to
paper books to the new AET system. Slowly but help her with this Ag Sales SAE by dosurely I am learning the AET system and have been nating their empty feedbags to her
able to network with several teachers throughout and then she converts the bag that
the state, as well as a few out of state that I met may normally be thrown out into a
through CASE. All I have to say is that it is SOOOO usable product. They are really great
worth it to pay the $2 per kid and use their sys- as gifts ( I gave 5 as Christmas presents
tem. I also have a workshop next week to learn this year) because she has a wide variabout Google Docs and how I can merge students ety of scences (horse, cattle, diversified
emailing their PDF version of their AET record book livestock, pigs, birds, etc.). She essento me for grading. Not sure how well it will work, tially is making pure profit! She sells
the bags for $12-$17 each depending
but it is worth a try.
- Meghan Biggs, Henley HS on the size.
Agricultural Education as we know it is
changing....what was non-traditional is now
traditional.
One thing that I see instructors within
the Central Oregon district doing is
integrating the development of SAE’s
into their curriculum. I have heard from some of
my fellow colleagues that they are doing such
things as SAE Fridays. I think this a great idea and
I have since followed suit.

- Jared Collins, Sherman County HS

- Kristin Kostman, Crater HS
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OSU Holds Early Career Teacher Seminar
- Dr Misty Lambert, OSU Ag Ed

On February 10 and 11, approximately 20 AST
teachers from across Oregon came to Corvallis
for the "Early Career AST Teacher Workshop."
These were teachers in the first 5 years of their
agriculture teaching career. This experience
was hosted and funded by the Oregon State
University's Department of Agricultural Education. Workshops were presented on "Utilizing
an FFA alumni", "Finding content for courses",
"Recruiting and retaining students", "Funding
and managing SAE opportunities for all stu-

dents", "Balancing work and life" as well as
"Creating successful FFA Award and degree
applications". The teachers also had a chance
to connect and network with their peers who
may be experiencing the same early career
frustrations. Thanks to all the presenters that
helped make the workshop successful: Lee
Letsch, Mitch Coleman, Kris Elliott, Kathy Mayfield, Jonathan Velez, Reynold Gardner, Misty
Lambert, JD Cant, Cindy Ettestad, Dennis Ettestad, and Bob Schmidig.

Teachers become students during the Early Career AST Teachers Workshop at Oregon State.

‖I learned the
value of hard
work by working
hard.‖
- Margaret Mead

That Third Circle
When did SAE go from the third circle
to the third wheel of the Ag Ed date
night? Classroom and FFA remain
strong, but for too many programs SAE
has been left behind in an everincreasing load of classroom expectations and FFA demands.
From the days of dedicated SAE periods to a world of technical skill assess-

Editor’s Note
ment, this valuable part of agricultural
education has never been more important. Find ways to move your SAE component forward, whether it is already
top notch, or just getting started.
Good luck to you as you continue to
make Supervised Agricultural Experience an integral part of your agricultural education program.
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Nick Nelson | OVATA President

The theme of this month’s newsletter is Supervised Agriculture Experience. We have often argued what can be classified as an SAE project for students, especially since we are
seeing our students change from that rural kid to a more urban student. It has become
harder and harder to 1) get students to want to work, 2) get students jobs in agriculture,
or 3) convince students’ parents to let their son or daughter have a project. As agriculture instructors it is imperative to focus SAE’s importance along with classroom instruction and career development. When employers are interviewed on the important traits they want to see from employees, what makes the top of the list is not computer savvy or
intelligence—it is: Employee shows up on time, has work
ethic, and communicates well. Are these not the traits that we are emphasizing with our
students and their SAE’s?

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Just recently the Department of Labor rewrote the Fair Child Labor Laws which were going to affect FFA SAE’s. It was
revised because the Secretary of the DOL thought that children that work in agriculture are in an unsafe situation
and are losing their childhood by having to work and learn responsibility. A massive Political Action campaign pursued by the agriculture industry in opposition to the changes. I am pleased to announce that just recently after 22
states and over 35 Legislators have strongly opposed the changes, the Secretary of the DOL has admitted that she
may have made a mistake and is willing to work more closely with the Agriculture Industry in the revisions of the
Child Labor Laws. I am pleased to see that Political Action can work and thank you to those that wrote letters to the
Department of Labor and to legislation.

Jimmy Zamora | OVATA Secretary/Treasurer

NAAE 2011 Report—St Louis
The National NAAE convention was held in St. Louis this year. We
had great representation from Oregon with about 14 Ag Educators
attending. The days were filled with workshops, NAAE/ACTE sessions and many opportunities to network with educators from across
the country. Some of the workshops I attended included: Food Science Pizza Project, Ag Marketing CDE updates, SAE resources, Time
management tools for the shop, and an NAAE Advocacy workshop. A very cool resource to be on the lookout for is iCEV. CEV has
uploaded hundreds of their judging and ID videos to a website and
for a subscription fee will be available for purchase soon. Of course
what would be St. Louis with Anheuser-Busch and the Blues. Friday
night was spent on a tour the historical Anheuser-Busch brewery.
I highly recommend this convention to all. With the emphasis on
professional development with Perkins funds I encourage all Ag
Educators to strongly consider this conference. An awesome experience and complement to our own OVATA conference.
Part of the Oregon delegation in front of the St. Louis Arch— (l-r) Kate
Crawford, Dan Jansen, Wes Crawford, Marlene Mensch, Preston Winn, Nick
(sheepherder) Nelson, Nichole Scholz, Braden Groth, Sam Herringshaw,
(behind the camera—Kristina Haug). All who ascended to the top survived.
Barely.
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Summer
Registration is
NOW OPEN:
online at http://
www.ovata.org
—an invoice will
automatically be
sent to you and
your business
office (optional).

Summer Conference 2012 = Make
Plans Now For Bend!
Make plans now—we expect to see you at Summer Conference! This year includes a lot of fun, a central location, with
a ton to do!
Dates:
June 19-21st

NEW!
As an outcome
of the Public
Relations
Committee
work, you will
have the option
of providing
administrator
contact so that a
follow-up email
can be sent to
apprise
administrators
of your
involvement in
OVATA
professional
development.

Location:
Mountain View High School—Bend, OR
Hotel:
Phoenix Inn – Downtown Bend
1-888-291-4764—Rooms available now. Mention OVATA for the
discounted rate.
On the Agenda:
Tours of Nosler, Deschutes Brewery, and more
Lots to do for spouses in Bend—and turn the drive into a
short vacation: stay Friday/Saturday for a Bite of Bend June
23-24

Ideas
Unlimited

Teacher Turn the Key
Applications Due Soon!

Two Categories this year:
General and SAE

The Teacher Turn the Key Program allows
early career teachers to attend the NAAE National Convention. Oregon will select at least
one person to represent us—all teachers in
their second thru fourth year of teaching
should apply! Find the application at http://
www.naae.org/awards/applications/#tttk!

Think now (while you’re
still teaching) of your
best practices, ideas, and
lessons and be ready to
share at Summer Conference!

Applications Due At State Convention!
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SAE Programs: Is the third circle for EVERY student?
By Kris Elliot
Oregon State University Ag Ed Department Instructor
One of my favorite movies is ―Office Space‖. There is a scene
where the office staff is celebrating their boss, Bill Lunberg’s
birthday. As the secretary passes out the cake, Milton, (the
most interesting of the office staff) quickly begins to realize
there will not be enough cake for everyone. In his concern, he
tries to hold on to a piece rather than pass it down the long
line of hungry officemates. He is coaxed by the lead secretary
to ―just pass‖ in order to make sure everyone gets a piece.
Then it happens. The last piece gets passed to the person on
his right, and he realizes there is no cake left! It’s no different
than a game of musical chairs, when the tunes stop and everyone is left scrambling for the last open seat; but unfortunately,
someone always ends up without a place to sit. Do our SAE
programs leave anyone out? Can we claim that each and every
one of our agriculture students has an opportunity to apply
the knowledge and skills we teach them in the classroom
through a placement, entrepreneurship, research, or exploratory SAE?
It is no accident that our total agricultural education program
model is comprised of three circles. We all know the thing that
makes agricultural education different is the steps we take
beyond the classroom. Unfortunately though, the data does
not necessarily match our philosophy. Several studies indicate
that the majority of the students in our programs do not have
an SAE project. In some states, as few as 35% of students have
an ongoing SAE project. How can we continue to tell the agricultural education story when we leave such a high percentage
of our students behind? In no way can I claim that 100% of my
students at any given time were conducting an SAE, nor can I
necessarily claim that each of my students had a project that
warranted a proficiency award, but shouldn’t a 100% rate at
least be our ultimate goal? Are we satisfied with the premise
that a ―complete‖ agricultural education experience is only for
some of our students?
One of the first things I learned as a new teacher was that
requiring SAE projects as part of each student’s agriculture
course grade was one of the best ways to get students involved in a project. Yep, 10% of every student’s final course
grade was based on their SAE program. For those students
with a traditional project like market hogs, this was a no –
brainer. In fact, they liked the grading policy – but for many,
their misguided ideas of what an SAE was caused some serious

concern. Many students would say, ―I cannot have an animal. I
live right across from school, and
my grandma would not go for it
anyway.‖ So the first step is to educate your students on the myriad of
diverse opportunities for an SAE
program.
I quickly found many students
already had one; they just didn’t
know it yet. I had one student tell
me during a discussion about proficiency award areas that he worked
with his father shoeing horses every
weekend. To my surprise, and despite the fact we had discussed potential SAE opportunities,
the student did not consider this a real SAE. For many students, it begins with a class discussion or a one-on-one interview to flesh out the opportunities that exist in their families,
opportunities that they just aren’t aware of sometimes. In my
classes, I used the National FFA’s SAE Idea Cards to get students thinking about potential projects or identifying ones
they already had.
For those students who still had limited opportunities, I provided them with a couple of options: (a) Conduct an agriscience research project, or (b) Join one of the on-campus coop projects (poultry or rabbits). If you have never assisted your
students with an agriscience project, (I was in the same boat
three years ago), there are many resources available on the
National FFA webpage, including resources for instruction,
project categories, and examples.
None of this will happen overnight, and much of it will take
the dedication of the ag teacher and the support of the community. At the end of the day, the question we should ask is,
have we done everything realistic to cultivate and encourage
SAE opportunities for all of our students? I think if we can answer yes to this question, then we are holding ourselves and
our students to the highest standard. The three circles of the
Agricultural Education Model were not just designed for the
few privileged students. It was a model designed for everyone
in our programs. Setting high expectations for our students,
and providing them with the available resources, will help ensure that all of our students can have their cake and eat it too!

See the entire article at http://www.ovata.org!
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Make SAE Integral
How do we make sure SAE is
part of program? What are the
best practices, new ideas, or
strategies for making this happen? There are good people

doing good things out there—
and good ideas can be found
with Communities of Practice or
ovata.org!

Five More Great Ideas!
Did You Know???
With National FFA’s
Ag Career Network
(ACN), some of the
online record keeping
systems such as the
AET will be able to
import SAE
information for
applications (degrees,
proficiencies, etc).

Five Curriculum Resources Posted Right Now at NAAE’s Communities of Practice (click
to see):

1—SAE Brochure - sample brochure explaining SAE
2—Untraditional SAE ideas— ideas and a form for encouraging and measuring
untraditional SAEs
3—SAE Visit Form—document your SAE visits, both for your benefit and your
students.
4—SAEs Using the School Greenhouse—several ideas to allow students to de
velop SAE using your greenhouse facility.
5—SAE Presentation Handout-example handout for doing SAE presentations in
class

SAE and CASE
Dr. Dan Jansen—CASE Director
One of the difficulties for me was to come up with enough examples of SAE choices for students to think about
when they were considering SAE projects. Many students didn’t want to do what another student in class was doing
or didn’t have the ability to start a similar project for whatever reason. The challenge for me was diverse choices to
fit my diverse students.
CASE has tried to identify SAE ideas from each of the four categories related to every lesson of our curriculum. So
as a student goes through a CASE course we try to engage their thinking about potential SAE possibilities. If the
student really likes the topic of the lesson they will find value in the SAE ideas connected to that lesson to further
their exploration of the subject matter. CASE is building a database of ideas for each lesson from our teachers
across the US and every course offered provides this feature.
Relevance is sometimes subjective and the success of SAE implementation by students depends on the teacher
providing relevant ideas.
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―We live in a society exquisitely dependent on science and technology, in which
hardly anyone knows anything about science and technology.‖
- Carl Sagan

A great resource that nearly has too much information to use is the
Briggs and Stratton Power Portal. This website is designed for
Briggs & Stratton dealers, technicians, and is also available to vocational teachers. Go to http://www.thepowerportal.com/register.htm
and begin the process so you can access tear down scripts, presentations, videos, powerpoints, and other information and teaching
tools.

Mail Bag!
The following was sent in by former agriculture educator Dan Dunham, in response to the last Old Yeller.
It's been 44 years since I left teaching (at
Lebanon High School)...and it seems, from
reading your writings and those of your colleagues, that,while there have been significant changes in ag education and FFA in that
near half century, much remains the
same. Ag teachers are still the hardest working of all educators...longer hours, broader
range of topics and subjects that most teachers, and many more responsibilities outside
the classroom or shop. I am immensely
proud to say I was..and in many way still
am...one of you. Good luck to each of
you. You do great work and you change
the lives of young men and women always
for the better. You are the best!
...During my time I was one of two ag teachers who allowed girls in my classroom, let
them participate, unofficially of course, in
various FFA activities (my girls livestock judging team at Drain (1963-1964) placed well at
several fairs those two summer, and won a
couple). One of those young women was

A new addition to Old Yeller.
Jacque Deeds, whom many current ag
teachers remember - Jacque went on to
graduate from OSU twice, was first woman
to serve as president of OVATA, received
her doctorate at Ohio State, and recently
retired as a full professor at Mississippi
State University. Another of my students,
at Lebanon, was Ron Wilkinson, now Superintendent of Schools for Bend-Lapine
SD, as you all know. Their successes are a
source of continuing pride to me - and
make me realize all those late hours catching chickens with my students at Lebanon
to raise FFA funds was then, and always will
be, worth it! Ag teachers are, indeed, a
breed apart!
With gratitude for your work.

Dan Dunham
Corvallis (Graduate of Lakeview HS)
(Former State and National FFA President,
State Director of VocEd in Maryland, and
Assistant Secretary of Education for Vocational and Adult Education, US. Department of Education)

”My grandfather
once told me that
there were two
kinds of people:
those who do the
work and those
who take the
credit. He told me
to try to be in the
first group; there
was much less
competition”
- Indira Ghandi

A Day in the Life of an Ag Teacher:

“The End of the World Ag Teacher
New Year’s Resolutions—2012
Edition”
By Wes Crawford

2011-2012 OVATA Leadership
President
Nick Nelson

President-Elect
Sam Herringshaw

Blue Mountain CC
PO Box 100
Pendleton, OR 9733
541.278.5846

Hermiston High School
600 S First Street
Hermiston, OR 97838
541.667.6100

nick.nelson@bluecc.edu

sam.herringshaw@hermiston.k12.or.us

I’m fairly certain that most of us can agree/hope we have much to look forward
beyond a wonderful fall of presidential-election/holiday-spending commercials,
but what if indeed 12/21/12 turns out to be the last day of ever? What would
you want to accomplish before the winter solstice? I submit the Ag Teacher
New Year’s Resolutions (or Bucket List, choose your label), to complete between
today and December:
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1100 Oregon Ave
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dan.jansen@case4learning. org
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Wes Crawford




Sutherlin High School
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Sutherlin, OR 97479
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wes.crawford@sutherlin.k12.or.us
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Actually finish a project (don’t just quit and start another). My wife
would appreciate this to happen at our house, in multiple examples. Unfortunately, I’m a chronic starter and an unaccomplished finisher. This
seems to be true of all projects: shop reorganizations, greenhouses, land
lab fencing projects, grading. They all get to the point of functional, and
then seem to fall prey to a shortage of daylight hours and an excess of
things to do.
Take a vacation that doesn’t involve workshops or hotel room
checks. However, I think it may freak the other guests out when you knock
on all the rooms in the hall for lights-out out of habit.
Buy something other than hanging baskets from the school greenhouse for Mother’s Day. While it worked in high school, it may have worn
out its charm. And yes, I do pay for them.
Clean out all the school-related tools in the backseat of my truck. Not
only would the shop get restocked, but I would probably gain 2-3
mpg...and then the next project will start (see bullet #1) and it will all be
back to "normal."
Watch a keynote speaker and not give them an evaluation in my head.
Oh come on, like you don’t at least think up at least a few items for the
Comments section of the scorecard.
Turn in all paperwork on time. We're not even going to say 'early'; this is
pushing the limits of "realistic" goals too much as it is. Of course, dropping
the words 'on time' would still make this a valid and yet-unmet goal.
Spend a day with other ag teachers for purely social merriment.
Sounds easy? Try it without making your way around to shop talk: don’t
say the words ―contest judges,‖ ―standards,‖ ―SAE visit,‖ ―Perkins form,‖
―acidosis,‖ or ―administrator‖. Doesn’t seem so pedestrian an idea now,
now does it? However, bonus points if you use the last two in the same
sentence.

I can tell you one thing I won’t be doing: catching up on my late fall grading
before the 21st of December. Because who wants to do all that paperwork and
then have it all come to nothing?
Just trying to look to the positive. Hope your 2012 is treating you well.

CAPTION CONTEST!
Send in your best caption for this photo and we’ll
include it in the next Old Yeller!

Last Month’s Winner
―Step one—close mouth!‖

